
                                                In the name of the most high  

Name:                                                        Dey                                                       Class : 1/…..                                              

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  A:dictation:Fill in the blanks with the missing letters.(2.5) 

 

1.I want to buy a po-k-t dict- -nary. 2.In some countr- -s  monk- -s help farmers on the farm. 

3.Their books should have pr - - ty  pict-res.  4.They la - - hed when they saw the f- -ny film 

.5.They clim-ed a very tall tree in the j-ngle.                          

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Fill in the blanks with these words.(there is one extra word.) (4) 

 

wild/reach/finally/beside/understand/pay for/hungry/solve/all day long 

 

1.The child is very………….. He is crying.Give him something to eat. 

2.There are a lot of……………animals in this zoo. 

3.Can you …………….this lesson? No,there are many new words in it.. 

4.How much did he……………..the dinner? I'm not sure. 

5.They talked about buying the house for hours. …………they didn't buy it. 

6.You should keep boiling water out of……………of the children. 

7.He was woking hard……………. Now,he is very tired. 

8.I  don't want to sit………that student in the classroom. 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Fill in the blanks with proper words of your own.(2) 

 

1.When we are……………..,we usually drink water. 

2……………………is a German word.It means children's garden. 

3.We have a…………..in our house. She does our housework. 

4.If you put the pan on the fire,the water will……………….. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Write a synonym or antonym for each.(2) 

 

1.raise=                       2.return=                   3.forget#                   4.cheap# 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Complete the following sentences.(1) 

 

1.Was the film better than the cartoon? 

No ,the film was……………the cartoon.(bad) 

2.The blue car and the green car aren't as comfortable as the red car. 

The red car is………………………………… 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Put these words in the correct order.(2) 

1.usually/carefully/my/every day/at home/father/a newspaper/reads/ . 

 

2.yesterday/did/where/him/see/you/morning/?      

 

 



Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the given words.(3) 

 

1.Our teacher………………come to school by taxi every morning.(have to) 

2.This school is one of ………………schools in the city.(good) 

3.When he was at school,he……………..drive a car.(can not) 

4.I didn't………………clean the rooms alone because Mina helped me.(have to) 

5.They say that it is very important……………English.(learn) 

6.These two boxes are two kilos each.This box is …………that one.(heavy) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Choose the best option.(3) 

 

1.He had to sit on a hard chair and…………….at books. 

a.looked                 b.to look             c.looking                   d.look 

2.Your brother is ………………runner that I know. 

a.faster                    b.the fastest         c.fast                         d.as fast as 

3.How is the weather?  ……………is very cold. 

a.It                           b.That                  c.There                      d.This 

4.I can't hear you.Please speak a little………….. 

a.faster                     b.lower                 c.louder                     d.longer 

5.Please leave the egg on the table. "Leave" means…………. 

a.put                          b.go                     c.need                         d.break 

6.A…………..is a person who works in a restaurant. 

a.servant                    b.butcher              c.baker                       d.waiter 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Complete.(2) 

1………………………………………….?I did my homework carefully yesterday 

 

2………………………………………….?It usually snows in winter. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Match column A with column B.(3) 

 

                           A                                                                       B 

______________________________                 ___________________________ 

1.May I speak to Mr Amini?                                a.He must be a doctor. 

2.What's your address?                                         b.Yes,I do. 

3.May I use your car?                                            c.Who's speaking, please? 

4.Do you wear an overcoat?                                 d.Nice to meet you,too. 

5.What does he do?                                               e.I,m from Japan. 

6.Glad to meet you,Hamid.                                   f.Sorry,I need it right now. 

                                                                               g.172,Azadi Avenue 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Which word has a different vowel sound?(2) 

 

1.(sigh/why/win/try)                                         2.(cool/zoo/too/book) 

3.(put/cut/cup/sun)                                            4.(eat/sleep/live/feet)                                  

 



 

 

Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions.(3.5) 

 

    In our town we have a big park.It has lots of trees,flowers and benches for people to sit and  

 

rest.There are large places for tennis and volleyball and a small restaurant.There is also a very  

 

small zoo with afew animals in it,but for the children,the best place is the  

 

playground.There,they can play,run and go round and round for hours.During school  

 

hours,only very little children are there,but on summer evenings and on Fridays,there are older  

 

children,too. 

    

 

 

Questions: 

                  1.Why do the children like the play ground? 

 

 

                   2.When are the older children in the park? 

 

 

                   3.Can people eat food in the park?Where? 

 

 

                    4.There is no place for people to rest in the park. 

                        

                        (True                      /                       False) 

 

 
                                                                                                 


